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Abstract. In the present study of mountainous populations of Vipera berus bosniensis a total of 122 individuals
were photo-documented for future identification. When examining the material a set of anomalous
manifestations and deviations from the standard shield arrangement were observed. Additionally 37
newborn juveniles were examined and compared with adults. The prevalence of different types of shield
deviations as well as percentage of specimens with different types of arrangements were analyzed. Samples
were subjected to analyses with the aim of elucidating any presumptive differences in scalation between age
and sex groups. Results indicated a similar pattern of group frequencies among sexes as well among age
groups. In both adults and juvenile animals, individuals with deviations from the accepted normal
configuration of shields were prevalent.
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Introduction
Shield arrangements of the dorsal aspect of the
head, i.e. the pileus region in snakes, have been
accepted as a group, respectively species and individually specific diagnostic traits (Werner 1899,
Schreiber 1912, Ursel 1978, Benson 1999, Krupitz
1999, Schwarz 1997). In a set of publications describing the adder Vipera berus (Linnaeus, 1758),
specific schemes that illustrated the commonly accepted standard: number, size and arrangement of
pileus shields have been mentioned (Schreiber
1912, Schiemenz 1987, Benson 1999, Toth et al.
2005). Examples of individual deviations from the
typical arrangement have been presented, albeit
without establishing causal inferences (Schreiber
1912, Saint Girons 1978, Benson 1999, Biella 1988,
Biella 1990). Saint Girons (1978) and Schiemenz
(1987) presented differences in pholidosis among
the subspecies of V. berus.
To a large extent still, the issue about the primary type of head scalation is open to debate.
Both types include the oligomerization, i.e. the reduction of scales to a small set of large shields, or
the fragmentation into a large number of unidenti-

fiable scales. Several factors hinder a definite conclusion, taking into account that in some snake
groups (such as Boidae, Pythonidae and Viperidae) exhibit a large variability of pileus scalation.
In a comprehensive study. Werner (1898) regarded
taxa with large shields as evolutionarily younger
and subsequently, more specialized forms evolved
to form increasingly fragmented small scales. In
contrast, the converse hypothesis, with large
shields stated to be the evolutionarily more recent
and progressive type, was purported by Zacharias
(1898) concerning members of Boidae and Pythonidae. According to Ursel (1978), in whose
opinion head scale evolution conformed to the latter model in viperids and crotalids, the fragmentation is a secondary phenomenon, the reasons for
which remain unknown. The proposition was
about the range of attachment, facilitated by the
head skin extensibility in this type of scalation.
It is known that the formation of the individual pattern, number and arrangement of head
shields and scales takes place during late embryogenesis (Lorioux et al. 2013). Of particular interest
are the postnatal changes in pileus scalation, such
as has been rarely observed in different snake
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families (Werner 1899, Tomović et al. 2008;
Hodges & Seabrook 2014).
The relationship between changes in a complete body scalation of snakes has been found to
be dependent on thermoregulation of individuals,
evaporation of body humidity and climatic conditions and habitat characteristics in species of the
genus Echis (Cherlin 1983) and in Cerastes vipera
(Jooris & Fourmy 1996). This would certainly have
a physiological effect when it comes to a large
body surface, i.e. concerning changes in wholebody scalation in either direction. Regarding only
the insignificant total area covered by the pileus,
the hypothesis about the increased head kinesis, as
proposed by Ursel (1978) seems to be more plausible.
The present study aims to characterize the pileus shield arrangement in an open population of
V. berus bosniensis Boettger, 1889 with respect to
the standardized model as defined for example by
Schreiber (1912) and Toth et al. (2005) of this region as well as in regards to the individual
uniqueness of number, dimension, form and arrangement of shields. Additionally, the question
about the possible effects of age and sex were
tested.
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frontal (FFr); fragmentation of parietals (FPa); fragmentation of interoculars (FInoc); reduction of intercanthals
(RInca); reduction of interoculars (RInoc); reduction of
canthals (RCa); reduction of parietals (RPa). The specimens with mixed characters, when at the same time both
types of deviation were found, were also mentioned
(MCh). Additionally, all shields with incomplete fragmentation (starting sulci) in different degrees of fusion
were noted, where there were incompletely closed sulci.
Eleven types of such changes were defined. Partly separated frontal (PSFr); partly separated parietals (PSPa);
partly separated interoculars (PSInoc); partly separated
intercanth (PSInca); partly separated supraoculars
(PSSuoc); partly separated canthals (PSCa); fusion of intercanthals (FuInca); fusion of canthals (FuCa); fusion of
interoculars (FuInoc); fusion of frontal and interoculars
(FuFr+Inoc).
All elements situated posteriorly of an imaginary line
denoting the anterior edges of the supraoculars were accepted to be part of the frontal formed due to a fragmentation (Fig. 1). Elements closed between this line and canthals, respectively apicals were defined to be intercanthals. Commonly occurring fragmentation at the end of
the acute finishing[?] frontal in a caudal direction, in all
cases was treated as a part of this element. As separate
from the frontal we also accepted those elements that
were forming a second row of interoculars.

Materials and methods
Field work was carried out from 2010 to 2014 in the
higher northern part of Vitosha Mt. near Sofia city. The
study polygon is situated between 1750 and 1850 m a.s.l.,
covering approximately 1.7 km2. A total of 122 specimens
(56 males and 66 females) was captured and photodocumented individually. A smaller set of 8 specimens
comes from another open subpopulation situated in the
southeastern part of Vitosha Mt. located between 14501500 m a.s.l. Both source territories belong to one metapopulation. Pregnant females (6) when caught in late August and early September were kept in captivity until
they gave birth, and then were released at their respective
point of capture. In this manner, data from 37 newborn
(17 male and 20 females) were obtained.
In order to establish individual characteristics of the
pileus as well as the overall deviation from the standard
scutellation, we accepted one particular type as number,
size and arrangement of shields as the standard to which
the corresponding changes were registered. Based on
head form and the symmetrical arrangement of scales, we
followed the model proposed by Toth et al. (2005). Similar
schemes were given by Schreiber (1912), where the interocular scales were with one more. For every caught
specimen a set of 9 types of changes (fragmentation, respectively reduction and fusion of the main elements) of
head scutellation in a so-called pileus region were traced.
Fragmentation of intercanthals (FInca); fragmentation of

Figure 1. Example of standard shields arrangement of the
pileus: small open circles – apicals; small open squares –
canthals; large open pentagons – intercanthals; small
filed pentagons – interoculars; large open squares – supraoculars; large filled circles – parietals; star – frontal.
Line denotes the anterior edges of supraoculars.
Four groups were designated containing: adult females (AdF), adult males (AdM), juvenile females (JuvF)
and juvenile males (JuvM), respectively. The presence of
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the above mentioned changes was analyzed with respect
to individual characteristics in the number of the completed fragmentation, and reductions respectively, while
partial changes in the shields-started fusions or fragmentations were similarly analyzed. Differences were tested
with Welch Anova (data were with heteroscedastic distribution) set at significance p<0.05 level. For post-hoc
analyses Tukey’s honest significant difference test (THSD)
for unequal sample size was performed. When comparing
the qualitative states between groups a Chi square test
was performed. Statistical procedures were performed
with Statistica (StatSoft, Inc. 2011) software.

Results
All of defined 19 types of changes in scutellation
were found to be presented both individually and
most frequently in various combinations among
different individuals. Some of the changes are presented in Fig 2. The predominant types of changes
in all studied groups concerned frontal and parietal shields (Table 1).
Concerning the fragmentation respectively,

Figure 2. Examples of different type of changes in scutellation of pileus in V. b. bosniensis.
(A) fragmentation of frontal with the formation of double row of intraoculars; (B) fragmentation of frontal (anteriorly) and fusion of parietals to one shield; (C) mixed characters: reduction
of apicals to one shield, fragmentation of parietals; (D) partial reduction of frontal and full reduction of parietals; (E) reduction of intercanthals and interoculars; (F) fragmentation of frontal
and parietals but fusion of interoculars; (G) fragmentation in most of elements of the pileus;
(H) reduction in interparetals and partial fragmentation of parietals; (I) nearly compete fragmentation of pileus elements.
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Table 1. Frequency of occurrence [%] of different types of
changes, fragmentation respectively reduction and fusion of the main elements, incomplete fragmentation
(starting sulci) as well as terminated fusion among the
four designated groups. (n.p.) not presented, for other
abbreviations see material and methods. Sum per group
and per type of changes gives more them 100% because
of the occurrence of more than one type per specimen.

FInca
FFr
FPa
FInoc
RInca
RInoc
RCa
RPa
MCh
PSFr
PSPa
PSInoc
PSSuoc
PSCa
PSInca
FuInca
FuCa
FuInoc
FuFe+Inoc

JuvM
(n=17)
18
65
29
18
47
24
24
6
53
24
68
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
4
4
n.p.
n.p.

JuvF
(n=20)
45
90
30
60
20
5
15
5
40
25
50
9
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
n.p.
9
n.p.
6

AdM
(n=56)
14
75
23
5
25
29
13
n.p.
38
30
89
18
2
9
11
2
9
7
2

AdF
(n=66)
39
70
65
11
21
26
9
2
39
41
79
14
3
2
3
n.p.
5
n.p.
2

reduction and fusion of the main elements, all four
designated groups exhibited similar tendencies of
distribution, but for FPa the frequency of occurrence was nearly three times higher in adult females than the adult males. Juveniles females had
similarly higher scores of FInca. Statistically significant differences were found among adults
(p=0.027) and among female age classes (p=0.002).
When stating the incomplete fragmentations,
the observed overall distribution among groups
was similar but a set of traits were not presented
in juveniles (PSSuoc, PSCa, PSInca) or it was with
lower scores (PSFr, PSPa) (Table 1). These results
could be interpreted as an indirect evidence for
the presence of individual changes that appeared
during their growth.
Differences in numbers of fusions per specimen when comparing both sexes were statistically
significant (F Welch(3,155)=12.95, p=0.000003) for both
adults (pTHSD=0.0002) and juveniles (pTHSD=0.005)
(Fig. 3a,b). In adults, females were more frequently associated with higher scores. No significant differences were found between age groups
and when concerning the number of incomplete
fragmentation (results not shown), but the ten-

dency for adults was opposite and males had
higher scores (Fig 4a,b).

Figure 3. Frequency of occurrence of the number
of fragmentations respectively reductions and
fusions per specimens in adults (A) and juveniles (B). Light gray bars – males, black –
females, white – juvenile males, dark gray –
juvenile females.

Figure 4. Frequency of occurrence of the number
of incomplete fragmentations per specimens in
adults (A) and juvenils (B). Light gray bars –
males, black – females, white – juvenile males,
dark gray – juvenile females.
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Discussion
Some differences between the results presented
here and some other similar studies (Schreiber
(1912, Toth et al. 2005, Korosov 2008) were found,
but the reason for this is mainly due to methodologies, and their respective interpretations. In this
study a more stringently defined model of the
number and arrangement of shields in the pileus
region served as a basis of comparison against
which changes/deviations were recorded. In general, the observed changes among different shield
groups were expressed to various extent. The most
common occurrence was the fragmentation of the
largest elements of the pileus, such as frontal and
parietal shields. The observed statistically significant differences between sexes for some elements
deserve further studies. Similar results and tendencies have been observed for the juveniles but
the increased values for certain parameters must
be considered with caution because of the smaller
sample size. Generally the pileus elements show
much less pronounced tendency toward fragmentation. Elements with smaller degrees of reduction
were the canthals and the parietals and with regard to fragmentation - the canthals, respectively
apical shield. However, in most cases (38,52% for
adults and 45,95% for the juveniles), specimens
with both types of changes have been registered.
Although sampling originated from a large
free-ranging population, the results show an extremely high percentage of individualism in respect to model pileus arrangement, as in adults it
was close to 96% and for the juveniles it was
97.3%. Similar high values of individual variation
in pileus scalation of adders were already mentioned from different regions of the species range
and proposed as a useful tool for individual recognition (Biella 1988, Krupitz 2009, Sheldon &
Bradley 1989).
When tracing the incomplete fragmentations
(starting sulci) as well as terminated fusions where
there were still incompletely closed sulci, the following peculiarities have been observed: all of the
designated changes were presented in adults (females being exception only for some of the rarest –
FuInca and FuInoc); in juveniles some of the
changes were completely missing (PSInca, PSSuoc,
PSCa and RInoc). The observed differences between the age groups could be discussed in terms
of smaller sample size in juveniles but also the
later ontogenetic initiation of the mentioned
changes cannot be excluded. In support of this
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hypothesis is the partial instability in the pileus
region in V. berus was expressed in fragmentation
started with grooving to complete splitting of one
of the elements of the interocular shields in a
traced individual that happened within one season observed by Hodges & Seabrook (2014). A set
of such individual postnatal changes in the pileus
region of V. ursinii macrops were reported by Tomović et al. (2008). Our current knowledge on adder populations in Bulgaria showed that this type
of postnatal change should be considered to be an
extremely rare abnormality. For example, it could
be present in a recaptured female specimen after
the third year from the initial capture when a pit
tag was implanted. In such cases no trace of
changes was observed (Fig. 5). It must be pointed
that in other similar researches in recaptured individuals no traces of changes have been observed
despite the relatively large sample size, as example in Korosov (2008) (n=3570), Hodges & Seabrook (n=594) for V. berus and Üveges et al. (2012)
for V. ursinii rakosiensis (n=430).

Figure 5. Comparison of head scutellation in female
specimen first caught in 2011 (A) and then recaptured in
2013 (B).

The phylogenetic importance of this trait was
suggested by Marx et al. (1988) while directional
line as proposed by them was from large scales in
ancestral state (presented in genus Causus for example) thought partial to complete fragmentation
of pileus region. It could be also well traced
among the main clades within Viperinae group
based on group phylogeny as presented by Pyron
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et al. (2013). This character seems to be also well
related to climatic zonation, and viperid taxa distributed in tropical and subtropical regions in
general have more fragmented head scales. However this directional trend was observed also
within closely related tropical genera, as example
in the circumrostral region scalation reduction in
African forest-dwelling arboreal viperids referred
to tribe Atherini (Broadley 1996). Within the berus
species group there is also well-expressed tendency of fragmentation of head scalation toward
the southern edge of areal distribution and in
lower altitude, as for example in taxa V. barani, V.
b. bosniensis, V. nikolskii and in an extinct population from Po River valley in northern Apennine
Peninsula (Scali & Gentilli 1999, Franzen & Heckes
2000, Milto & Zinenko 2005).
Some of the here-presented observed changes,
especially the sexual and age differences in pileus
scalation, definitively require future investigation
in order to reveal the reasons and driving forces of
these processes. For such study a larger set of individually traced specimens is required. Additionally similar researches on other viperid taxa
will provide the opportunity to designate the phylogenetic value of the observed processes and their
evolutionary direction.
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